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Summary. An optimal combustion process within an engine block is central to
the performance of many motorized vehicles. Associated with this process are two
important patterns of flow: swirl and tumble motion, which optimize the mixing of
fluid within each of an engine’s cylinders. The simulation data associated with in-
cylinder tumble motion within a gas engine, given on an unstructured, time-varying
and adaptive resolution CFD grid, demands robust visualization methods that apply
to unsteady flow. Good visualizations are necessary to analyze the simulation data
of these in-cylinder flows. We present a range of methods including integral, feature-
based, and image-based schemes with the goal of extracting and visualizing these
two important patterns of motion. We place a strong emphasis on automatic and
semi-automatic methods, including topological analysis, that require little or no user
input. We make effective use of animation to visualize the time-dependent simulation
data. We also describe the challenges and implementation measures necessary in
order to apply the presented methods to time-varying, volumetric grids.
1 Introduction
Among the many design goals of combustion engines, the mixing process
of fuel and oxygen occupies an important place. If a good mixture can be
achieved, the resulting combustion is both clean and efficient, with all the fuel
burned and minimal exhaust remaining. In turn, the mixing process strongly
depends on the inflow of the fuel and air components into the combustion
chamber or cylinder. If the inlet flow generates sufficient kinetic energy dur-
ing this valve cycle, the resulting turbulence distributes fuel and air optimally
in the combustion chamber. For common types of engines, near-optimal flow
patterns are actually known and include, among others, so-called swirl and
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tumble motions. With the general progress of state-of-the-art CFD simula-
tions, the discipline of engine design is made accessible to both numerical
simulation and visualization of the resulting datasets, allowing for rapid test-
ing of engine designs.
Laramee et al. [9] took preliminary steps towards the visualization and
analysis of in-cylinder flow. Using a combination of texture-based and geo-
metric techniques, they were able to indirectly visualize the key swirl and
tumble patterns in two engine simulation datasets. The approaches they used
were essentially manual and they did not consider time-dependent flow. It is
the aim of this paper to expand on this previous study by applying additional
feature-centric visualizations. Here, we
• focus on topological methods and volumetric approaches, namely cutting-
plane and boundary topology and direct volume rendering,
• examine hybrid visualizations that combine different techniques,
• emphasize schemes that can extract swirl and tumble characteristics semi-
automatically, and
• handle full time-dependent flow on a time-dependent geometry.
With application by engineers in mind, we present a survey of methods
that are useful in this context and demonstrate how they can be effectively
applied in engine simulation analysis.
Of particular interest are the time-varying nature of the simulation and
the interconnection between visualization methods that treat data of different
dimensionality (typically boundary vs. volume data). We study to what extent
an analysis of the boundary flow permits reliable insight into the volume of the
combustion chamber on the presented examples. As an example, we examine
the effect that vortices have on the topological structure on the boundary.
We describe the techniques employed and present a critical discussion of
the resulting visualizations from an application standpoint. Although the ap-
plication domain covered in this work is specific, the conclusions reached can
be leveraged in many areas of engineering.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the application
that we based our analysis on, namely two important patterns of in-cylinder
flow. Section 3 is concerned with the criteria for our choice of methods. We
briefly describe the methods and how they contribute to a satisfactory ex-
traction and visualization of swirl and tumble motions. Some of the technical
aspects involved in time-varying unstructured grids are detailed as well. Hy-
brid combinations of methods are examined in Section 5, before we conclude
on the presented work in Section 6.
Remark: In our study of the application, we have found that the possibility
of interactive and animated viewing of visualization results greatly enhances
the comprehension of occurring structures. The reader is therefore referred to
the accompanying video [2] in which we demonstrate this.
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2 Engine Simulation Data
From a simplified point-of-view, there are two types of ideal flow patterns in an
engine cylinder: swirl motion and tumble motion. Both are rotational motions,
however, the axis of rotation is different in each case. Depending on the type
of engine, one of these patterns is considered optimal because it maximizes
mixing of injected fuel and air, resulting in homogeneous combustion.
In this paper, we treat two datasets showing each of these two types of
flow patterns (henceforth termed “swirl motion” and “tumble motion”). The
basic geometries of the datasets and the respective desired motion patterns
are shown in Figure 1. Although they were generated in the same problem
context, the simulation datasets differ in a number of ways.
Swirl Motion in a Diesel Engine
This simulation is the result of a the simulation of steady charge flow in a
diesel engine, based on a stationary geometry, resulting in a simple and stable
flow. The main axis of motion is aligned with the cylinder axis and is constant
in time. The spatial resolution of the single timestep is high with a total of
776,000 unstructured cells on an adaptive resolution grid.
Tumble Motion in a Gas Engine
This dataset results from an unsteady simulation of the charge phase of a gas
engine (crank angles 380◦ to 540◦). As the piston moves down, the cylinder
volume increases by an order of magnitude and the fuel-air mixture entering
the cylinder is drawn into a gradually developing tumble pattern. The overall
stationary rotation axis
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Fig. 1. (Left) Stable, circulating flow pattern in a diesel engine designated as swirl
motion, with the cylinder axis as the axis of rotation. The flow enters tangentially
through the intake ports. (Right) Transient tumble motion in a gas engine. The axis
of motion moves as the cylinder expands and stays halfway between the top cylinder
wall and the piston head at the bottom (not shown).
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motion is highly transient and unstable. Both spatial and temporal resolution
are relatively low, with the data given on 32 timesteps and the grid consisting
of roughly 61,000 unstructured elements at the maximum crank angle. It is
interesting to note that the actual mesh topology remains constant throughout
all timesteps. This is accomplished by the use of virtual zero-volume cells at
the piston head that expand as the piston moves down; only the mesh vertices
are changing in time.
Both simulations were computed at the Department of Advanced Simula-
tion Technologies (AST) at AVL (www.avl.com) for the design and analysis
of specific flow in-cylinder types. The commercially available AVL Fire solver
was used for the solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equation with a
Finite Volume Method. In addition to the flow vector field, the datasets en-
compass a number of additional attributes such as temperature and pressure.
In this work, we focus on the analysis of the swirl and tumble aspects of the
flow vector field. Although the highest priority is given to the visualization of
the patterns themselves (or their absence), causes for their absence are also
sought.
3 Choice of Methods
Here, we describe the criteria for our selection of visualization methods.
Visualization Goals
The main interest in the visualization of the in-cylinder flow is the extraction
and visual analysis of the swirl and tumble motion patterns. Therefore, the
flow vector field and its derived quantities are of primary interest.
For the use in design analysis, the constructed visualizations need to be
objective and reproducible, meaning that the quality of the visualization re-
sult must not depend on vital parameters to be supplied by the user. This
results in comparable visualizations for different simulation results of the same
prototype or possibly even among different design prototypes. Therefore, in
the selection of methods, we have put an emphasis on automatic schemes that
require little or no user input.
Data Dimensionality
The simulation results are given in the form of attributes defined in the interior
of the respective cylinder geometries. As is quite common in CFD simulations,
the flow is required to vanish on the domain boundary (no-slip condition) in
order to correctly model fluid-boundary friction. Nevertheless, values on the
boundary of the domain are easily inferred by e.g. extrapolation of volume
values next to the boundary. It is also notable that in classical engineering
analysis, visualization is widely performed on two-dimensional slices.
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Overall, the level of information that can be provided by a visualization
technique increases with the dimension of the data it treats. At the same
time, the visualization result need not necessarily improve due to perceptual
issues such as cluttering. Finally, there is usually a price to pay in algorithmic
complexity and computational cost as one progresses to higher dimensions.
Therefore, for the case of our examples, we examine in some detail how the
analysis of boundary and slice data allows to draw reliable conclusions on
the pattern of the volume flow. We achieve this by a pairing of methods that
combine boundary and volume techniques.
4 Extraction and Visualization of Swirl and Tumble
Motion
In this section we present the methods along with corresponding visualization
results and discuss their relevance with respect to the realization of the visu-
alization goals. Due to limitation of available space for images, many of the
figures used for illustration of individual methods actually show a combination
of different visualization approaches. We discuss the benefits of such combi-
nations in detail in Section 5. Moreover, the companion video [2] provides
additional images and animations.
4.1 Global Flow Behavior using Integration-based Methods
Integration-based methods are well suited to the analysis of time-dependent
flows. Their common application to stationary flows is only a special case. We
study the applicability of this class of methods on two examples.
Particles and Pathlets
Despite their simplistic nature, particle visualization can provide valuable
insight into the overall structure of a flow dataset (cf. e.g. [1, 12]). This is
especially true for time-dependent data. While the basic principle is similar
to that of streamlines or pathlines, an animation of moving massless particles
manages to convey the dynamic nature of the flow much better than static
imagery alone. In the general case, integral methods suffer from seeding issues,
although strategies have been proposed to circumvent this (e.g. [19]). However,
none of these approaches is concerned with time-varying data. Fortunately,
engine geometries offer the inlet pipe as a natural choice of a seeding region.
Integration of pathlines in time-dependent 3D flows is straightforward through
the application of standard numerical integration algorithms that only require
the integrand at a sparse set of points. While interpolation in time-varying
grids is usually problematic, we were able to exploit the topologically invariant
structure of the grid to simplify point location.
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Figure 2 depicts a frame from an animation of massless particles moving
with the flow during the early stage of the valve cycle, seeded at positions in
the intake pipe. The particles are of uniform size and color-coded according
to flow velocity magnitude. The image allows an easy identification of zones
where the velocity is lower than average, hinting at a non-optimal inflow
pattern at the side of the valve. Our general experience with this technique is
that in spite of being visually imprecise, it greatly furthers the comprehension
of the dynamic of the time-dependent flow by providing good overview.
Stream surfaces
Stream surfaces as an extension of streamlines are of great value in some
applications because they manage to convey a spatially coherent picture of
flow structures (cf. [3, 5, 14]). We found them to be of limited use in our case,
for two reasons. First, both swirl and tumble are large-scale motions that are
locally overlaid by other small-scale flow patterns and the resulting stream
surfaces are complicated to interpret since the small details are emphasized
by the surface nature of this primitive. Secondly, it is unclear how they can be
applied satisfactorily in a time-dependent context. Although visualizations of
some value can be generated, determination of good starting curves is strongly
dependent on the dataset geometry. Hence, we do not consider stream surfaces
an objective technique by the criterion stated above.
4.2 Topology-Based Visualization of Flow Structures
Topological methods provide efficient means for the visualization of essen-
tial structures in steady flows. As opposed to the integral methods described
previously, they offer a fully automatic way to gain insight from vector data
sets. The topological technique is typically applied in the visualization of pla-
nar flows [13] for which it yields synthetic graph representations. It consists
of critical points (vector field zeros) and connecting separatrices. The three-
dimensional case, however, remains challenging. Besides occlusion problems
that must be addressed specifically [16], prominent features of interest like
vortices cannot generally be identified as elements of 3D local topology.
Fig. 2. A frame from a time-varying tumble
motion visualization using a combination of
particles and vortex cores. (lines, extracted by
cutting-plane topology). Particle velocity mag-
nitude is color-coded. Lines are color coded by
the path type (saddles - red, sources - green,
sinks - blue). Over time, some of the particles
are captured in the vicinity of vortex cores re-
sulting in lost energy (lower velocity) for the
creation of the tumble pattern.
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Fig. 3. Visualization of swirl motion using boundary topology. Critical points are
colored by type (cf. Fig. 2), and separatrix color varies with separation/attachment
behavior from dark blue (weak) to cyan (strong). Separatrices indicate the separation
between neighboring vortices on the boundary. (Left) Combination with volume
rendering with a transfer function of λ2 only. On the bottom left of the cylinder, the
recirculation zone causes a non-ideal off-center rotation, as visualized by topology.
(Right) In combination with LIC.
In this paper, we address these deficiencies by combining a topological
analysis of the boundary flow with a hybrid approach that leverages 2D topol-
ogy to explore the 3D structure of a vector field [17].
Boundary Topology
To our knowledge, a general algorithm for vector field topology on 2D un-
structured grids embedded in three-space has not yet been described in the
visualization literature (although algorithms exist for parameterized grids,
e.g. [4]). Thus, we propose the following approach. In each triangle, we use
the well-defined local tangent plane to perform a cell-wise search for criti-
cal points and determine their type. The construction of separatrices from
saddle points is performed using a streamline integration approach based on
geodesics as introduced by Polthier and Schmies [11]. A specific characteristic
of triangulated surfaces for topological analysis is the existence of what we
term singular edges 6. Since the tangent plane is discontinuous across sur-
face edges, the flow on both sides can be contradictory. Singular edges are
typically found along the sharp contours of the geometry where they must be
integrated in the topological analysis to account for the possibly contradictory
flow behavior between neighboring cells.
For viscous flows, the information conveyed by the boundary topology can
be enhanced naturally by showing the strength of flow separation and attach-
ment along separatrices. Flow separation occurs when the flow surrounding
an embedded body interrupts its tangential motion along the object’s bound-
ary and abruptly moves away from it. The opposite phenomenon is called
flow attachment. As pointed out by Kenwright [7], separatrices of the bound-
ary vector field constitute so called closed separation or attachment lines. To
6 Integral curves cannot continue over these edges since the interpolants on both
sides of the edge are incompatible.
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quantify flow separation and attachment along a separatrix, we compute the
divergent (resp. convergent) behavior of neighboring streamlines by evaluat-
ing the local divergence of the vector field [18]. This is illustrated in Fig. 3
(left) by the color coding of the intensity of flow separation and attachment
along separatrices.
Direct visualization of the boundary topology produces images such as
Figure 3 (swirl dataset) and can also be applied in a time-dependent context.
The combination of linear interpolation in time and in space often produces
artifacts (such as artificial pairs of critical points that appear and quickly
vanish quickly). Nevertheless, animations that show the temporal evolution
of these instantaneous graphs provide valuable means to track the dynamics
of important flow patterns (cf. Fig. 8). In our experience, boundary topology
is most effective if used in conjunction with methods that visualize additional
properties of the flow, both in the volume and on the boundary. Such com-
binations permit to determine the mutual influence between boundary and
volume. We will discuss these issues when we examine further combinations
of methods presented in Section 5.
Cutting-Plane Topology
It was shown previously [17] that a moving cutting plane that traverse the
dataset and on which the vector field is resampled and projected at regular in-
tervals can be a powerful tool in the analysis of 3D datasets. The projection of
the vector field on the plane effectively manages to discard structures orthogo-
nal to the plane, but preserves plane-parallel flow patterns. If assumptions on
the orientation of features are given, this property can be exploited. Cutting-
planes are hence well suited for the qualitative analysis of swirl or tumble
motion, since its axis of rotation is known. Furthermore, the (discretized)
continuum of cutting-planes allows for the application of critical-point track-
ing over the plane parameter range. In the case of vortical motion that is
intersected orthogonal to the rotational center, a reproduction of the vortex
core as the path of a critical point over the parameter range should, in theory,
work well. In practice, it is hard to intersect (not known a-priori) structures
exactly. This results in approximations of the vortex cores. Still, a qualitative
analysis is viable.
Fig. 4. Cutting-plane topology applied to
the diesel engine. Plane separatrices are
colored gray. Despite the visual inexact-
ness, swirl structures emerge clearly. Crit-
ical points paths are colored according to
nature. It appears the overall swirl motion
is fueled by several parallel vortices at the
top of the cylinder. The main swirl motion
core is disrupted near the middle.
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In Figure 4, the results of this approach applied to the swirl motion dataset
are displayed. As the cutting planes are applied orthogonal to the cylinder axis,
coherent swirl-type structures emerge at the top of the cylinder. Rotation cores
orthogonal to the planes are visualized by critical point paths over the plane
continuum. Interestingly, the main swirl core is supposed to extend through
the whole cylinder, but is actually interrupted near the middle.
Figure 5 shows frames from an animation of the tumble dataset. The mov-
ing cutting planes have been applied orthogonal to the tumble axis and are
color coded by their distance to the back wall of the combustion chamber for
increased visual clarity. Although the visualization is not exact, the prevalent
tumble structure is captured well in spite of its overall weakness and instabil-
ity. Again, the center of the respective motions is given by the critical points
paths. The tumble motion is found to consist of several smaller vortices, of
which some have a diagonal orientation that looks like a simultaneous combi-
nation of swirl and tumble. In the full animation (cf. [2]), the interaction of
the different smaller tumble patterns can be observed as they split and merge.
Using only the critical point paths for visualization, it is possible to observe
the main tumble vortex, as shown in Figure 9. It does not completely match
the desired axis and is highly off-center on the curved wall of the combustion
chamber. Here too, the diagonal nature of the main rotation is confirmed.
Volume Visualization
Among the many region-based vortex definitions, the λ2-criterion [6] has a
well established tradition in engineering use. The criterion is given as a scalar
quantity derived from the flow field Jacobian matrix and related to a minimum
in pressure in the Navier-Stokes equation [10]. According to its definition, a
Fig. 5. Two frames from an animation of the tumble motion simulation. Cutting
plane topology is applied to visualize flow field structures in the plane orthogonal to
the tumble axis. Color of separatrices varies from blue to red on successive cutting
planes. Tumble-like flow structures emerge clearly from the otherwise incoherent
lines. The paths of critical points over the cutting plane continuum are displayed
in green. In the last frame (right), the diagonal main tumble axis can be observed
together with a large recirculation zone (closed path on the left).
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vortex is present at a point if λ2 < 0. Traditionally, isosurfaces are used to
visualize vortices. However, this approach does not fare well in complicated
datasets with many vortices. The resulting isosurfaces do not separate indi-
vidual vortices and are prone to visual complexity. This is only avoided by
a careful manual selection of the isovalue. In addition, the strength of the
rotation (as given by the modulus of λ2) is not visualized. Interactive volume
rendering has also been applied in this context [15, 17] and is able to overcome
most of the difficulties related to isosurfaces. As described in [17], we have not
attempted to apply volume rendering directly to the unstructured grid but
have employed a resampling scheme that results in a rectilinear grid covering
the region of interest (in our cases, the cylinder). This grid is then used in
a direct volume rendering approach. Although artifacts are incurred in naive
sampling, post-sampling scale-space filtering is very effective in removing these
artifacts.
Using this approach, Figure 3 (left) illustrates the vortices in the context
of the swirl motion using a simple one-dimensional transfer function that
indicates vortex strength by color. As already visible in the results of the
Sujudi-Haimes method, the actual swirl motion consists of several independent
vortices, most prominently a strong vortex that spans almost the entire length
of the cylinder. It is clearly off-center. A close-up of the upper cylinder region
including the region just below the intake port is detailed in Figure 6. It is
apparent that the fuel-air mixture entering the cylinder is drawn into a strong
rotational motion. Whether this is good for the overall mixing process or an
obstacle that results in a pressure loss with negative consequences remains
unclear. Technically, we have limited the transfer function range to λ2-values
between −106 and −102 to filter vortical motions at the small scales.
Recently, the use of multi-dimensional transfer functions [8] in flow vi-
sualization was investigated [17]. We make use of this technique to visualize
the rotational orientation of individual vortices, allowing more insight into the
mutual interaction in the observed vortex systems. Adding normalized helicity
as a second variable, we manage to both strengthen the vortex region crite-
rion as well determine the orientation of the rotational motion. Normalized
helicity is given as the angle between the velocity vector and the vorticity
vector and has a range of [−1, 1], with positive values in the case of counter-
clockwise rotation in flow direction and near-zero values indicating very weak
vortical behavior. The obtained visualization (cf. Fig 6) indicates several mu-
Fig. 6. Visualization of the rotational directions in the
vortex system at the top of the diesel engine cylinder. The
transfer function is identical to that of Fig. 7. The counter-
rotating vortices appear in blue and in red depending on ro-
tation direction. On the boundary, the topological analysis
extracts and visualizes separation lines between individual
vortices (color coding as in Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 7. Unsteady visualization of vortices from in-cylinder tumble motion in a gas
engine and its relationship to the boundary. During the valve cycle (top left to bot-
tom right), the piston head that shapes the bottom of the geometry moves down (not
shown). The volume rendering shows vortices using a two-dimensional transfer func-
tion of λ2 and normalized helicity (legend). The main tumble vortex is extracted and
visible as off-center and with an undesired diagonal orientation. The flow structure
on the boundary is visualized using boundary topology, with critical points colored
according to their nature (cf. Fig. 2). A direct correspondence between the volume
and boundary visualizations can be observed. In the third image, the intersection of
the main vortex with the boundary results in critical points on the front and back
walls.
tually counter-rotating vortices in close proximity near the intake ports. This
is highly undesired, since part of the energy contained in the inflow is used
up by this vortex system.
The use of multidimensional transfer functions (used commonly in medical
image generation) can require some degree of interactivity in the determina-
tion of the transfer functions in order to specify variable ranges manually for
most satisfactory results. We wish to emphasize that in our case, transfer
functions based on physical criteria (such as λ2 < 0) are automatic in the
sense the interesting value ranges are dictated by the laws of fluid dynamics.
Using simple linear interpolation in time, an animation (cf. [2]) can depict the
temporal evolution of vortices associated with swirl and tumble motion (see
Fig. 7).
5 Hybrid approaches
While performing experiments with the different approaches detailed above,
it became apparent that a combination of visualizations can provide an even
more thorough understanding of the simulation results. In this section, we de-
scribe examples of particularly effective combinations and how they contribute
to the swirl and tumble analysis.
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Fig. 8. Two frames from a time-varying
visualization of tumble motion using
a combination of cutting-plane topol-
ogy (green lines) and boundary topol-
ogy (blue lines). Where the critical point
paths computed over the cutting-plane
parameter range intersect the boundary,
singularities appear there, too. This is a
prime example of a hybrid approach be-
ing used to investigate the relationship
between boundary and volume methods.
5.1 Boundary and cutting plane topology
In fluid flows, complex flow structures such as vortices are often caused by the
interaction of the flow with boundaries. Depending on this interaction, differ-
ent patterns appear on a boundary that in turn allow one to infer properties
of the volume flow. However, in complicated geometries such as in-cylinder
flow, this approach alone introduces visualization complexity due to the high
number of vortices involved and generally complex flow structure.
The combination of boundary topology and cutting plane topology is an
effective approach. Figure 8 illustrates this in time-slices from an animation.
For the tumble flow, this type of visualization provides valuable insight into
the development of the diagonal tumble motion. In the early stages of the
valve cycle (left two images), the flow pattern is very incoherent and unstable.
Roughly at the middle of the cycle (second image from the right), a swirl
pattern occurs in the front half of the cylinder, mainly constituted by two
large vortices. In the very last timesteps, the rotational axis tilts towards the
desired tumble axis, but fails to reach it completely. Here, a large recirculation
zone can be observed that may hinder the development of the tumble motion.
5.2 Sparse and dense methods
On the boundary, the topological graph as a visually sparse method is effec-
tively combined with dense methods, such as texture-based methods or volume
visualization. While texture-based methods are built on the capability of the
human visual system to identify patterns in the flow, the topological graph
serves as a terse structural picture that relies on cognitive interpolation on be-
half of the viewer. It is therefore a very natural combination. Figure 3 (swirl,
right image) provides an example, showing a very strong vortex near the inlet
that is drawing away energy from the creation of the ideal swirl pattern. We
refer the reader to previous work [9] for other applications of texture-based
techniques in this problem context that we believe will benefit strongly from
a pairing with a feature-based visualization.
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A similar conclusion is reached by combining boundary topology and the
volume visualization of vortices. Again looking for the swirl pattern, the im-
perfection of the actual flow motion is visible in Figure 3 (left). While the
volume rendering shows the correctly oriented but off-center main vortex, the
topology graph on the lower cylinder boundary complements this visualiza-
tion by showing corner regions of the flow that are not taking part in the swirl
pattern. As expected, the topological graph also serves to show separation and
attachment boundaries that delimit the regions of influence of the different
vortices. As confirmed by the rotational direction analysis (cf. Fig. 6), these
vortices are rotating in different directions, which is considered destructive
flow behavior.
There are of course other possible combinations: for example, the Sujudi-
Haimes vortex core line visualization can play a similar role as cutting-plane
topology. In our experiments we found however that it often detects only the
strong vortices at the intake portions of both datasets. Combining particles
and vortex core lines offers insights into how exactly the vortices are created
and where kinetic energy is lost in small scale structures (cf. Fig. 2).
6 Conclusion and Future Work
By using a number of visualization techniques that we selected as automatic
and objective, we were able to extract and create visualizations of the swirl
and tumble datasets that allow an in-depth visual analysis of the actually oc-
curring patterns. The visualizations are comparable between similar datasets
and can thus be employed in design prototype analysis. By using hybrid com-
binations of different techniques, we were able to determine the extent to
which the desired pattern is established and also detect influences that hinder
its formation. In summary:
• The swirl motion in the diesel engine is visible in the form a promi-
nent main vortex spanning the entire cylinder (Figure 3, left). It is non-
optimally off-center. A recirculation zone is present in the lower corner of
Fig. 9. Close-up of Figure 8. Tumble motion
center lines are extracted using cutting-plane
topology and are colored according to the type
(cf. Fig. 2) of the critical point path. Bound-
ary singularities appear at intersections of the
rotation centers with the boundary.
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the cylinder. This may be the cause for the eccentricity of the swirl motion.
A vortex system at the intake valve (Figures 3 and 6) prohibits the full
conversion of energy contained in the incoming flow into the swirl motion.
• The observed tumble motion in the gas engine differs from an optimal
pattern in several aspects:
– it is unstable and sporadic over time
– rather weak and off-center (Figs. 7 and 8) and
– resembles a hybrid of both swirl and tumble patterns (Figures 8 and 9).
Here too, a prominent recirculation zone induces the swirl component into
the flow. Again, the flow distribution at the intake valve is not optimal.
The unstructured, adaptive and time-varying nature of the tumble datasets
poses a technical difficulty that we were able to circumnavigate through the
choice of schemes and appropriate extensions where needed. The resulting
visualizations are of high quality and provide valuable insight into the appli-
cation.
There are many possible avenues that future work might take. High up on
the priority list are improvements in the field of topological visualization. Full
three-dimensional topology has not been completely realized, and while deliv-
ering viable visualization results, replacements such as cutting-plane topology
are not completely satisfactory. The inclusion of features such as vortex cores
into the topological skeleton is desirable, but may not be possible. Further-
more, the interplay between the topologies of the boundary and volume flows
need to be investigated on a more systematic basis. In general, it seems desir-
able to examine the hybridization of different visualization approaches in the
same context.
Future work could also feature improvements to many of the schemes pre-
sented here to allow for the treatments of larger datasets, such as entire engine
blocks. It remains to be seen in how far this is feasible from a technical point
of view.
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